
Changelog MONITOR Web shop version 2.36.1

1175 It could be a problem when changing your delivery address, if you have if you have multiple ones 
when placing an order.

1180 Increased the validation when changing the e-mail address for users.
1181 Webshop visitors is no longer able to search and find parts they do not have access to.
1254 The price for the configuration will be correct if there is a discount on a part in an option list.
1255 There could be a display error for the price on each row in the Confirmation view.
1268 A phrase error is fixed in the Product configurator.
1269 An error could occur when changing language on the Category page.
1272 Resolved an issue where the configurator would stop working if no option was selected in an option 

list.
1273 Max and min value of a numeric variable will be displayed in the Product configurator.
1284 The cache wasn't purged properly when saving the part menu.
1291 Option lists are now hidden dependent on if the code is enclosed by <> instead of the description.

1292 A new setting for displaying thumbnail images in the Product configurator is added.
1293 Now extra descriptions for options in option lists the Product configurator.
1296 Now extra fields for a part in option lists in the Product configurator can be displayed.
1298 Option lists for the Product configurator can be displayed as in the G4 Web shop.
1307 The setting Open in a new tab  is now working as intended.
1310 Under certain conditions the part price, order total, and VAT amount could be calculated incorrect.

1312 The "/" character is removed from the address for standard pages (for instance "/shop").
1337 Resolved a display issue with addresses in the order header.
1342 Nestled section are now displayed properly.
1365 Resolved an issue that caused a program error on the page My orders.
1377 A language issue could cause an error with the  e-mail template used when creating an account for 

the user.


